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South Africa - Weather

Several waves of rain are slated for eastern South Africa during the coming

week. The rain will either bolster soil moisture or keep soil moisture at adequate levels.

Establishment and development conditions will remain favorable for much of the

coarse grains and oilseeds. Fieldwork and any planting that is not yet complete will

otherwise be sluggish at times. Many areas in Northern Cape and western sections of Free State and 

North West will continue to receive rain today before trending dry or mostly dry for the remainder of 

the coming week. Rainfall during the past 24-hours combined with

today’s precipitation will help support a better environment in the short-term for the

crops that are produced in these areas. The ground was previously too dry for

aggressive growth and development may be behind normal. Development will also slow

later in the forecast period once the ground firms. Additional rain will be needed for

these areas in January to promote better crop conditions.

Western Cape’s winter wheat areas will not receive enough rain during the

coming week to significantly slow any harvesting that is not yet complete. Late-season

harvesting may otherwise be sluggish at times in Northern Cape, Free State, and North

West.
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: A brief bout of blizzard conditions in the eastern Dakotas, Minnesota and

Wisconsin Wednesday will cause travel delays and stress to livestock. Wind chill factors

will also reach extremes as temperatures plummet to the negative teens and negative

single digits by Thursday morning. The snow will stay in the upper Midwest, but strong

wind and falling temperatures will stress livestock throughout the Midwest into

Thursday morning.

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Late season harvest progress continues to wind down in some areas, but 

rain keeps falling a little too often to get the late crop collected. Weather over the next two weeks will 

continue a little too wet for optimum field working conditions. Soil conditions are still plenty wet. 
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: A classic La Nina weather pattern will prevail across Brazil’s agricultural areas during the next 

two weeks. That will include frequent rain from Mato Grosso, Goias and Tocantins to Minas Gerais and 

Sao Paulo. Showers and thunderstorms will occur a little less frequently and abundantly to the 

northwest and southeast of this region while far southern Brazil (Rio Grande do Sul and immediate 

neighboring areas of Paraguay, Uruguay and Santa Catarina) receive below average precipitation and 

experience net drying. Some crop stress will eventually develop in the far south while favorable crop 

conditions occur elsewhere. There will be some potential for flooding in parts of Minas Gerais. 

ARGENTINA: A steady rate of drying is expected over the next week to eight or nine days except in the 

far west from San Luis and northern La Pampa to Chaco and Salta; including Santiago del Estero and 

western Cordoba. The moisture will be good for minor fringe crop areas in the west while net drying 

occurs elsewhere. Some increasing crop stress is expected in many areas from Buenos Aires and La 

Pampa to Santa Fe and Entre Rios. Rain will scatter across a larger part of Argentina in later next week 

offering another short term bout of relief, but no general soaking is expected – at least not right now. 

There should be some timely moisture for some areas, though. 
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: Wet conditions will occur from the U.K. and northern France through Germany, Poland and a few surrounding areas of the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary into northwestern Romania this week. 

Precipitation will be frequent from southern U.K. and northern France through Poland and Slovakia through Thursday. Precipitation will spread into the Balkan Nations Friday into Monday as well as

expand into all of the U.K. into Scandinavia and France into Italy. 

AUSTRALIA: Restricted precipitation will return to Victoria, New South Wales and immediate surrounding areas of southern Queensland most often during the coming week. Restricted rain will prevail in Western Australia 

as well this week. Recent rain has bolstered soil moisture conditions in New South Wales, but interior minor production areas will dry down quickly again without follow up rain. In the meantime, southeastern Queensland 

areas bordering New South Wales have missed out on a lot of the recent moisture and pockets of drying will continue.
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